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1. The mean of Binomial distribution B(n, p) is :

(1) np (2) np -l (3) np -2 (4) np -3
2. Given that E[X + 4] = 10 and EIX + 47' = 116, then Var[XJ is equal to :

(1) 4 (3) t2

Let 'X be a continuous random variable
I a*, 0< x<l
I

f(x)=) '' 7<x<2
l-ax+3a, 2<x33
I

I o, " x)3
Then the value of 'a'is given by :

(r) 0.4 (2) 0.s (3) 0.3

Let 'X be a continuous random variable

(4) 16

with Probability Density

(4) 0.1

with Probability Density

(2) 8

ca, 0<x<l

"f 
(x) =

a, l< x32
- ax+3a, 2< x33

x>3
Then the value of P(X< 1.5) is given by :

(1) 0.s (2) 0.81 (3) O.re (4) 0.17

5. The moment generating function of Poisson Distribution is :

(1) e\(et -t) (z) etle\ -t1 (3) et -t (4) ,L1t-r,1

6. Which of the following is the median of the exponential distribution with parameter 1, ?

(1) 7r, (2) * r-r (3) t-r (4) T'2

7. The Quanile Deviation of the normal distribution is :))23(l) Q.D. = i6 (2) Q.D. = io (3) e.D. = io (4) e.D. = -o4-3)4-

8. If A and B are two independent events, then p(A n E ) is equal to :

(1) P( AlptFl
(3) tl - P(A)ttl - P(B)l

PI{D-EE-2023-Ul(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(A)

(2) r-P(AuB)
(4) All of the above

P. T. O.
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,A9. If event A and event B has occurred and it is known that p(B) = l, the conditionalprobability p(AlB) is equal to :

(t) P(A) (2) P(B) (3) One

10' The recurrence formura for geometric distribution is given by :

(4) Zero

11. The correct relationship between A.M, G.M,, and H.M. is :

(1) p(x + r) - qp(x + i)
(3) p(x + r) = qp(x)

(1) A.M.= G.M.=H.M.

(3) H.M. > c.M. t'a.u.

(2) p(x) = qp(x + i)

(4) p(x) = p(x + i)

(2) G.M. > A.M. > H.M.

(4) e.u. > c.M. > H.M

(4) 20.2

12' Average wages of workers of factory are Rs. 550 per mbnth and the standard deviationof wages is I 10. The coefficients of variation is :

(1) 3O7o (2) 15Vo (3) 5N7o (4) zOEo

13' 
fl"tr [X;t 

t u"nuency distribution is 16 and its mean is 16, then the median of the

(l) 0 (2) t6 (3) 32 (4) 8
14' If Quartile deviation of a set of observations is given as 6.4 and the value of firstquartile is 5. What is the value of the third quartile ?

(3) 17.8

15' For a reptokurtic frequency curye, the measures of kunosis is :

(t) t2

(1) o

(2) ls.3

(2) -t (3) less than I (4) greater than 3
16' standard err<rr of the sample correlation coefficient 'r is based on ,n, paired values is :

(1) (z) + (3)
n^

l+ 12

-
Jn

l- 12

-
J,

PHD-EE. 2023 -U t (statisri csXSE T_ y)(A )
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17. Given the following set of equations :

x1+ 4x2- 13= 3

The basic feasibte solurion ,rro,n,ij' ;'^:1-;;I'
o) (;, #,, rzr (f , o o) or (0, #,, et (|l,*)

18. The range of a partiar correration coefficient is :

3

19. The term regression was introduced by :

(l) Sir Francis Galton

(3) Karlpearson

(l) 0 to "" (2) -"" 1s.. (3) 0 to I (4) -l ro I

(2) R.A. Fisher

(4) P.C. Mahalanobis

If Regression Equations are :

6y = 5x+ 90

And &e variance orx = 4, rhen *" "r:;;:li"L.,"rt between ,,and ,y,is 
:(1) 0.4s Q) 0.67 (3) 0.78 (4) 0.88

The pgf of a certain distribution is given as :

P(s)-3s2-2s+6
Wrat is the mean of this distribution ?

21.

(r) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) s
The relation between student,s _t and F-distribution is :

(1) 4,1 = * e) Fn,t = t? (3) Fr.n = t3. @) Fr.n = *
23' 

fd rffiT'm 
variance unbiased estimator of 02 based on a sample of size ,n, from

(l) Xz -u, e) X2 +ttn
(3) I(xi -X21ro t4) I(xi _X\rtu_r)

PIID.EE-2021-Ut(StatisticsXSBT_y)(A)
P. T. O.
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24. The Bayes estimator of a parameter under squared eror loss function is :

(l) Posteriormean (2) Posteriormedian

(3) Posterior mode (4) Posterior variance

25. The decision criteria in SPRT depends on the function of :

(l) fype I error (2) Type II error

(3) Both type I and type II error (4) Neither Type I nor Type II error

26. What is an unbiased estimator of 0 for the distributionflx, 0) = 0 e-0x ,x i0 ?

(r) (n-l)f 
(2) -ql) (3) E (4) =+-n nx n-7 (n-l)X

27. Given a random sample :

,f (x,0) = 4 O-.x), 0 < .r < cr
a'

What is the MLE of 0[ ? 
tr.

(l) x (2) 2)r (3) I; (4) x22

28. For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of type I and type If errors are
respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of the test is :

(1) O.es (2) o.tA (3) 0.86 (4) o.et

29. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 articles shows that the
average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and a standard deviation 0.M8. What is the
957o confidence interval for the irverage diameter of the batch ?

(1) (0.2934,0.4235) (2) (0.3448,0.3632)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824) (4) (0.3923,0.4212)

30. lllhich of the following istruc ?

(1) Unbiased estimator is always efficient.

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased.

(3) Unbiased estimator is always consistent.

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistic.

PHD.EE- zAn-U I (Statisti csXSET-Y)/(A)
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31.

32.

In sRswoR, if , = 50, n = I00, N= 500, then the estimared population rotal is :(r) 2s0 (2) s00 (3) 2s000 (4) 2s00
Headquarters of Field Operations Division of NSSO are located at :
(1) New Delhi (2) Kotkata (3) Bombay (4) Chennai

gg. The variance of stratified sampling mean {, is :

,,, rl,ffi_*r,r

o,:r,ffi_*),r

(l) Multivariate Correlation

(3) Canonrcal Correlation

PHD-EE- zO?eU KsteristicsXSE T.y)/(A)

o, rL[ *-n)-;,t
,r, rf=,[* -#j;rt

34' In simple random sampring, the biased of ratio estimator is unbiased if :
(1) They are independent

(3) They are correlated

35. Wishart disribution (o2, n) follows :

(1) o2r2distribution

(3) e-'o2 
distribution

n

36, Hotelling T?can be approximated to statistic ,F withfollowing the inequality forrejection as :

0) Tz , Fo.n-o,of or n> p Q) Tz 1Fo.,-r,rf or n> p

Q) Tz>frni'..,-r;o-f orn>p (4) T2r#ro,n-p:a.f orn>p

37' A measure of association between a discriminant function and a set of dummyvariables that define the group membership is known as :

(2) They are uncorrelated

(a) They are dependenr

(2) N(0, o2; di.t ibution

(4) Beta distribution

(2) Multicoilineariry

(4) Biserial Correlation

usual notation as test criteria

P. T. O.
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38. The ratio of number of replications required in CRD and RBD for the same amount of
information is :

(1) 3:2 (2) 5:3 (3) 5:a (4) 3:5

In a Randomised Block Design, we always have :

(1) Number of blocks = Number of treatments

(2) Number of blocks > Number of treatments

(3) Number of blocks < Number of treatments

(4) All of the above

The additional effect gained due to combined effect of two or more factors is known
as:

39.

40.

(l) Main Effect

(3) Either (l) or (2)

(1) 4rx4o=l
(3) Ps1lPt, = 1

(2) Interaction Effect

(4) Neither (l) or (2)

(2) {sx Ps1 = g

(4) ft1+ P16 = I

41. For a standard n x n Latin Square, how many different Latin squares can be obtained
with the same standard ?

(1) n! (n*2)l
(3) n! (z - 1)!

42. The condition for the time reversal test to hold good with usual notations is :

43.

44.

Weight in Laspeyre's price index number is known as ....

(1) Quantity during the current year

(2) Quantity in the base year

(3) Price during the current year

(4) Price in the base year

In India, the collection of vital statistics shned for first time in :

(1) 1,720 (2) 1886

PHD-EE - 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSET.Y)(A )

(3) 1969 (4) 1%6
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45. Fisher's ideal formula does not satis$r
(l) Time Reversal Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test

46. If /, is the number of persons living at the age ,,, and ,Ir, the number of persons livingin the mid of ', and'(x + l)'years, then the Jation between /, and z, is :

(l) 4 =)e,*I,+r) (D ,,=(;*r,)
(3) L*=l r (4) Lr=l 3**i 

. 
t', ux 

,*,

47. Fertility rateb mainly depend on :
(l) Total female population
(2) Toral popularion
(3) Female population of child bearing age
(4) Number of newly born babies

{& H the quantity demanded of a commodity is unresponsive ro change in prices, then thedemand of that commodity is :

(l) Perfectly Inelastic

(3) Unit Elastic

49' The erasticity for the demand of the durabre goods is :

(l) Z.no

(3) Greater &an unity

(2) Circular Tesr

(4) Unit Test

(2) Elastic

(4) Inelasric

(2) Equal to unity

(4) kss than Unity
50. Cousider the following matrix :Io o ttz ttzl

,_l o o ttz u2l'-luz ttz o ol
Irrz u2 o oJ

If P is a stochastic makix, then which of the fo[owing is not true ?(1) P is Ergodic e) pis Regular(3) p is not Regutar (4) Both (t) and (3)
PIID.EE- 2023-U t (StatisticsXSE T-y)/(A)

P. T. O.
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51. Service time in queueing theory is usually assumed to follow :

(2) Erlang Distribution

(4) Normal Distribution

52. For MtMll queueing system, the expected number of customers in systems are :

(l ) Poisson Distribution

(3) Exponential Distribution

(1) *=[#)
(3) u=[#)

(2) u=[+)
(4) *=(+)

53. Which of the followirg relationships is aof true ?

(1) Irs =r, * j
(3) Ls=rn+l

54. Maximize z- l0x1+25x2,subjectto0s x1 s3,0s x2s3, x1+ x2s5
(l) 80 at(3,2) (2) 75 at (0,3) (3) 30 at (3,0) (4) 95 at(2,3)

55. - Which variable is added for the less than or equal to type of constraint ?

(1) Slack (2) Surplus (3) Anificial (4) Basic

56, The convex combination of two points 11, i2 e xis referred as :

(1) (l - f,)q+ X,xr, 0 < l, < I
(2) (1 - I)xr + ?"*2,1, is any real number

(3) 11+1,x2,0<1,<l
(4) f & + ?rk, l, is any real number

57. The assignment problem is :

(l ) non-linear programming problem

(2) dynamic programming problem

(3) integer linear programming problem
(4) integer non-linear programming problem

PHD-EE.2O?.3.U1(StatisticsXSET.y)/(A)

(2) Is = IITs

(4) Lo =LW,
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58. The order of Convergence of Secant Method is :

(t) 2.4 (2) 2 (3) 1.62 (4) I

59. Iffl0) = 3,Jtl) = 5,f (3) = 21 , then the unique polynomials of degree2 or less using
Newton divided difference interpolation will be :

60. The third difference of a cubic A3yfunction are :

(l) Constant '
(3) Variables

(1) 2x2 +?a+l
(3) 2 x2 +3

(l) Unearly dependent

(3) 806 of them

(2) Zxz -3x+1
(4) x2 +3x-Z

(2) Not constant

(4) None of the above

(2) ]f(z)l< I

(4) f(z) * 0

(2) Linearly independent

(4) None of these

61. let 'f ' be a non-constant entire function. Which of the following properties is possible
for'f'foreachze <?

(1) Re f(z) = Im f(z)

(3) Im(z) < 0

62. Iret 'f and 'g' be mesomorphic function on ((. ff'f ' has a zero of order 'k' at z = a and z
has a pole of order'm'at z=0, then g(f(z)) has :

(l) a zero of order km at z = a

(2) apole of order km at z = a

(3) a zero of order lk - ml zt 7 = s

(4) a pole of order lk- ml at 7 = 4

63. Thc sa of vectors X1 = (2,1,4), X2= F 3,2,-1), Xr = (1, -3, -2) is :

64. I-etabe 2 x 2withDet(A)= I &Trace(A)= 3,thenTrace(A2) is:
(l) 7 (2) 8 (3) e (4) l0

65. IfA is (2x2) matrix over IR with Det(A + I) - I + Det (A), then we can conclude rhat :

(l) Dct(A)=0 (2) A=0

PHD -WE-?fr bAl (lttetistics) (SET.Y)/(A)

(3) Tr(A) = 0 (4) A is non-singular

P: T. O.
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(l) Symmetric

(3) Hermitian

(2) p2 (3) p

(1) -76 (2) 82 (3) -82 (4) 76

72. Neelam has appeared in an examination which follows multiple choice questions, each
having five possible answers. The probability that she knows an answor is 0.75. If she
does not know an answer, she will guess, with the conditional probability 1/5 of being
correct. The conditional probability that Neelam knows the answer, given that she
gives the correct answer is :

(1) 0.2s (2) 0.80

66. If A is a square matrix, then A * A', /1q'and A'A are :

(2) Skew Symmetric

(4) Skew Hermitian

6?. If lim olt' = 11* 
an+l 

provided limit on RHS exists. This result is known as :n-)e n)@ An

(1) Cauchy 1st Theorem on Limits (2) Cauchy 2ndTheorem on Limits

(3) Squeeze kinciple (4) Leibnirz'Rule

G8. ri*[r*']',.'
n-)6\ n /

(l) I (2) 0 (3) e (4) z

69. Consider the sequen ce an =(, *(-l)n 1')' m"r, ,

\n)
(1) lim Sup(ar) = lim Inf(an) = I (2) lim Sup(ar) = lim Inf(an) - e

n +€ n-)@ n-r6 ,t-r6

I(3) lim Sup(ar) = lim Inf.(ar) = 1 @) lim Sup(a n) = e,lim Inf(ar; = 1- n-)E n-)@ e lt_.)6 ,t-96 '- e

70- If X and I are standard normal variates with correlation coefficient 'p' bentreen them,
then the correlation coefficient between X2 and F2 is :

(1) 2p-1 (4) ,6
7'1, ff the random variables X, Y and Z have the means F* = 5, Fy = 7 and llz= 4;

aT = 10, o| = 14 and o7, =20; Cov(X, Y) = l, Cov (X,4= 3 and Cov(Y, Z')=2,
then what is the covariance of U = X + 4Y + 22 andV = 3X -y -Z?

PHD-EE. 2023-?/, I (Statisti csXSET-Y)/(A )

(3) 0.e0 (4) 0.e4
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A drunkard takes a forward step with probability ,p, and a backward step withprobability'q'. After taking lr steps, the piobability that he is the *" 
";";; f;;

(l) p6 + q6 e) 2(p6+ qs) (3) 462p6 qs (4) 46zps qs

For the sequence { Xn I of independent random variables the following are defined :

P(X r= *2t ) * z-(zx+l) ; p(Xr 
= 0) = ! _ 2-2k

Which of the following are not correct(s) ?

(a) WLLN holds becasse E( X *) = 0 and 
J51 * 

_+ 0 where B, = Vu. (EL,X, )

(b) weak law of large numbers holds by Khinchin's theorem because E(Xx) is finite.
(c) WLLN holds since X1 are identically distributed.

Select the correct answer using code given below :

lf *'.d To o2x-v are the variances of x, /and X - rrespecrively, then whar is thecoefficient of correlation between ,X, 
and ,y, 

?

(1) (b) and (c) only

(3) (a) and (c) only

G) qor + a2, p)

€D uEtl

(2) (a) and (b) onty

(4) (a), (b) and (c) onty

g dx +dv -o1_,
2cyoy

,y d* *G -d/**,
2o7o7

La T ad 'P be indepeodent Gamma G( ar , g) and G( az,p) random variables
respcaively. Thcn x

X +y is distributed as :

(2) "tr 
*&

2aycy

(4) "tr - "?2oyoy

(2) Fr(a1, 02)

(4) G(dr, ilz)

xsET-Y)/(A)
P. T. O.

73.
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71. The Joint Density Function of 'X'and ,y,is given by :

f(x'Y)={2"-'"-" o<x(-'o<Y<-l -

I o otherwise I
What is the value of p(X < y) ?

79. Let'X'be a random variabre having probabirity Density Function :

{ xtz 0<x<ll -"'-J -v'

f(x)=l ttz t<x<21
ltr-rllr z< xs3J

Then P(l.S < X < 2.51X > l) equals to :

A

(1) 1/3 (2) 1t2 (3) u4 (4) U6

78' For a cert'ain frequency distribution, the numericar computation yields the following :

f:ffi62' 
Med'ian = 65 , coefficient of skewness = -0.3, then the standard deviation

(l) l0 (2).30 (3) e0 (4) 300

(l) 3/8 (2) 5t8 (3) 1t2 (4) u4
80' Lgt x,, x2,..-... xnbei.i.d.randomvariableswithE(x;)=pandE(x,, 

)<oo,thenthe consistent estimator for p is :

(1) 2i2

n(n * l)I Xi

(3) 2' t r.n(n+l)- '

1

(3) 
;(y1+yr+2\)

PHD-EE. 2023-U I (sraristi csXSE T_y)(A)

81' Let Yl ' Y2 , 13 be uncorrelated observations with common variance 62 andexpectations given by (rr; = 9r , E(Yz) =Lzand E(r3) = Fr1 Fz where 0r and Fzare unknown paramercrs. The best rinear unbiised estimator of ft + p2 is :
1(1) 
,(\+Y2+Y3) 12) y, + y,

(2) -j-to.n(n+l)- '

(4) fi*Z,'*,

(4) 
)1vr-yr-y;

I
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82' under the regulatory conditions, if x,n is the likelihood ratio, then the asymptoticdistribution of -2logLn as n _) oo is ;

(1) Norrnal distribution (2) Chi square distribution

(3) F-distribution (4) T distribution

83. If the pdf of a random variable ,X, isfl-r, 0) _

I -? 
and if we reject

If6 :0 = j u8uinrt the alternative I{ : e = I
the test ? 4

whenever.r ) l, then what is the power of

(1) ls
l6 (2)

84.

(l)

85' which of the following could be used as a test for autocorrelation up to third order ?

(2) 
'*(X,f) (3)

(l) Spearmen Correlation test

(3) The Durbin Watson tesr

(l) utis correlated with Z,

(3) K2 is correlated with z1

(4) rog(Il,x,)

(2) The Breusch-Goldfrey test

(a) The Gold-Fled euandt test

(2) Zr is correlaredwith 22

(4) Kr ir correlated wi& ru1

86' The following equation represent a simurkneous equation model :

r(r =urr(z +$121+u1

K2 = uzKt +$222+ u2
OLS will suffer from simultaneous bias if :

PIID-EE - 2OZ3 -U I (statisti csXSE T- y)(A )
P. T. O.

(3) 7

l6 (4) e

l6
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87' Having *"Y the last census population'P6'and growth rate,r', the population after'n'years based on compound interest formula will be :

88. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(1) Percentages (2) PerThousand (3) perMillion (4) perTrillion

89. Age - Specific mortality rates fail to reveal :

(l) 4=Po(l*r)'
(3) 4=Pol(l+r)n

(1) Mortality conditions

(3) Sex Ratio

(2) F,=Po$*n)'
(4) F,= Pofi+n)r

(2) Age-distribution of persons

(4) All of the above

90. The relarionship between NRR and GRR is :

(l) NRR and GRR are usually equal

(2) Nnn can never exceed GRR

(3) NRR is generally grearer than GRR

(+; None of the above

91. Constmction of life tables is based on the assumption that :

(1) ASe - specific death rates iue constant at all ages.

(2) Death rates are uniformly disributed benreen two birth days.

(3) Mortarity rates are sarne for mare and female popurations.

(4) AII of the above

92, A life table consists of :

(1) Seven columns

(3) Six columns

(2) Eight columns

(4) Nine Columns

PIID-EE. 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSE T-y)/(A )
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93' King's abridged rife tabres are based in the carcuration of :(l) Cenral morhlity rate

(2) The number of persons and deaths for cen.,ar age in the intervar {x, r + n }(3) Both (t) and (2)

(4) Neittrer (l) nor (2)

il*::t'ffi ff;'r,fi;:H'is 324 and paasche's kice rndex number is r44, then
(r) r8o dl n+ G) 216 (4) 2u
fla 

nesative value appears in the solution values (xa) corumn or,n" simprex tabre,

15

94.

95.

96. The maximum number of exkeme points for a Lpp
NIax Z = cx

Subject to

Ax-b;r)0
Where A is mx n makix is equal to :

(I) --il- e) n!
nl(m- n)! \-., 

mtln_ 

^97. In a basic feasible solution of an nt y nlronor^*^^.
allocations is atmost , 

t tt, X n hansportation problem, the number of positive

(l) The solurion is oprimal
(3) The solution is unbounded

(1) m+ n (2) m+n-I

(2) The solurion is infeasible
(4) atl of the above

(3) (m -n) (4) mn

(3) m-n $) m+n_Z
for the existence of a feasible solution of a

98. The necessary and sufficient condition
transportation problem is :

(1) fai =ID; e) Zq*Zbi
PIID.EE- 2023 -U t (Srati.sticsXSE T-y)/(A )

(3) fai=o (a) IDr = 0

P. T. o.



99. Consider the linear programming problem :

Max Z =3\*2xz
Subject to

\* x21{'

\-x232
\,x220

Then its solution is :

(1) xr=3, xz=l,MaxZ=11 (2) xl=1' x2=3'MaxZ=10

(3) xt=2,x2=l,MaxZ=ll (4) rl=1, x2=2'MaxZ=10

100. The probability of living of a person in the age group '.x' to'(x + n)' can be obtained by

the formula :

(1) lx+,llx Q) (l*-1,+n)llx+,

(3) (l*-la+t)llx (4) lxllx+n

PHD-EE- 2023-A I (Statisti csXSET'Y )/(A)
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1. The pgf of a certain distribution is given as :

P(s)-3s2-2s+6
What is the mean of this distribution ?

(r) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) s

2 
il";:Io***,,;;"T::li,o"u':;ol"I (4) 4n=rt

3. The minimum variance unbiased estimator of 02 based on a sample of size 'n' from
' N(0 l)is: .

(1) xz -ttn (2) xz +tln
(3) f txi -x21tn (4) I(xi -x2)t(n-t)

4. The Bayes estimator of a parameter under squared error loss function is :

(1) Posteriormean (2) Posteriormedian

(3) Posterior mode (4) Posterior variance

5.- The decision criteria in SPRT depends on the function of :

(1) Type I error

(2) Type II error

(3) Both type I and type II error

(4) Neither Type I nor Type II error

6. What is an unbiased estimator of 0 for the distributionflx, 0) = 0 e-0.x , x 20 ?

(r) (n-r)x 
e) ry (3) 4 (4) --+n il{ n-l (n-l)X

7. Given a random sample :

)
,f (x.0) = -:r(o- r). 0 < r < cr

d-

What is the MLE of cr ?

vzx
(r) x (2) 2)( (3) + (4) +22

PIID-EE-2O23-Ul(StatisticsXSET-Y)/(C) P. T. O.
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8. For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of tlpe I and type II errors are

respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of the test is :

(r) 0.e5 (2) 0.t4 (3) 0.86 (4) 0.el

9. A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 articles shows that the
average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and a srandard deviation 0.04g. What is the
957o confrdence intewal for the average diameter of the batch ?

(2) (0.348,0.3632)
(4) (0.3923,0.4212)

10. Which of the following istrue ?

(l) Unbiased estimator is always efficient.

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased.

(3) Unbiased estimator is always consistent.

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistic.

11. service time in queueing theory is usually assumed to follow :

(2) Erlang Dstribution

(4) Normal Dstribution

12' For MIMII queueing system, the expected number of customers in systems are :

(r).r=ff^l
\P-^/

(3) rs=[r+)

13. Which of the following relationships is zol true ?

(2) Is = f,Irys

(4) Ln =?uWo

(l) (0.2934,0.4235)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824)

(l) Poisson Distribution

(3) Exponential Distribution

(2) u=(+)
(a)rs=(+)

(1) Ws =*r*j
(3) rs = 4+l

14, Maximize z=loxt+z5x2,subjectto0s x1 (3,0s x2s3, x1 * x21J
(1) 80 at (3,2) (2) 75 at (0,3) (3) 30 at (3,0) (4) 95 at (2,3)

PHD.EE- 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSE T.y)/( C)
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15. Which variable is added for the less than or equal to type of constraint ?

(l) Slack (2) Surplus (3) Artificial (4) Basic

16. The convex combination of two potnts 71, 72 e Xis referred as :

(l) (l - ?')tr +Lxr, 0 < 1. < I

(2) (1 - I)xl + ?r,72,I is any real number

(3) tr +7,,12,0<1,<l
(4) Ia + 7\72, l, is any real number

17. The assignment problem is :

(l ) non-linear programming problem

(2) dynamic programming problem

(3) integer linear programming problem

(4) integer non-linear programming problem

1& The order of Convergence of Secant Method is :

(t) 2.4 (2) 2 (3) 1.62 (4) 1

19. If 
"flO) = 3, Jtl) - 5, f (3) = 21 , then the unique polynomials of degree 2 or less using

Newton divided difference interpolation will be :

(l) 2x2 +?x+l
(3) 2x2 +3

2G The third difference of a cubic dyfunction are :

(2) 2x2 -3x+1
(4) xz +3x-2

(2) Not constant

(4) None of the above

(l) Constant

(3) Variables

21. Lrt yl , Yz , Y3 be uncorrelated observations with conrmon variance 62 and

expectations given by (4) = Pl , E(Yz) = Fz and E(Y3) = 0r + 9z where Fr and Fz

are unknown parameters. The best linear unbiased estimator of p1 + p2 is :

trl 1(v, 
+Y2+\)

(3) 
l<Yr*Yr+ZY3)

PIIDEE Z)&2{/(Stetisdcs)(SET-Y)/(C)

(2) Y1+ Y2

<qt f,<vr-Yz-Yz)

P. T. O.
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22. Under the regulatory conditions, if 1,, is the likelihood ratio, then the asymptotic
distribution of -2log l,n as n -+ o" is :

23' If thepdf of arandom variable'X'is/(r,0) = I - 02,0<x= -+ and if wereject
l_0,

(l) Normal distribution

(3) F-distribution

(2) Chi square distribution

(4) T distribution

(2) The Breusch-Goldfrey test

(a) The Gold-Fled Quandt test

(2) Zy is correlatedwith 22

(4) Kr ir correlated with u1

Ifs :0 = 1 againrt the alternative

the test ?

(1) f, (r', 
1

H1 :0= I *h.n"ver -,r ) l, then what is the power of

(3) 
* (4) 

*
24. If Xl , X2, ...... Xn is a random sample form poisson distribution with parameter '),',

then the maximum likelihood estimator of log l, is given by :

(r) ,(tt=,*)

25. Which of the following could be used as a test for autocorrelation up to ttrird order ?

(z),*(X,f) (:),(zLrxi) (+) rog(Il, x,)

(1) Spearmen Correlation test

(3) The Durbin Warson rest

(1) a1 is correlated with 21

(3) K2 is correlated with n1

PHD-EE - 2023-U I (StatisticsXSET-y)/( C )

26. The following equation reprosent a simultaneous equation model :

K1=aqK2+$rZr+u1

oLS wll suffer from simur*""I: il'f: 
+ p'z' + u2
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27. Having known the last census population'P6'and growth rate'y', the population after

'n' years based on compound interest formula will be :

,f

lt

(l) 4=Po(l+r)"
(3) 4 = Po l(t+ r)n

28. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(1) Percentages

(3) Per Million

29. Age - Specific monality rates fail to reveal :

(l ) Mortality conditions

(3) Sex Ratio

(2) 4=Po(l+n)'
(4) F, = Pa l(l + n)'

(2) PerThousand

(4) Per Trillion

(2) Age-distribution of persons

(4) All of the above

30. The relationship between NRR and GRR is :

(l) NRR and GRR are usually equal

(2) NRR can never exceed GRR

(3) NRR is generally greater than GRR

(4) None of the above

31. If th€ random variables X, Y and Z have the means Pr = 5, Fy = 7 and Vz= 4;

o,2x = lO, c2y = 14 and c;2.- =20; Cov(X, Y) = 1, Cov (X,Z)= 3 ind Cov(Y, Z) = 2,

then what is the covariance of U = X + 4Y + ?Z arr,dV = 3X 'Y -Z?
(l) -76 (2) 82 (3) -82 (4) to

g2. Neelam has appeared in an examination which follows multiple choice questions, each

having five possible answers. The probability that she knows an answer is 0.75. If she

does not know an answer, she will guess, with the conditional probability 1/5 of being

correct. The conditional probability that Neelam knows the answer, given that she

Fves the correct answer is :

(l) 0.2s (2) 0.80

PHD-EE- }O?&U I (Statisti csXSET-Y)/( C )

(3) 0.e0 (4) 0.%

P. T. O.
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39. A drunkard takes a fonnard step with probability 'p' and a backward step with

probability'q'. After taking 11 steps, the probability that he is the one step away from

34. For the sequence { X, } of independent random variables the following are defined :

P(X x,= *,2k ) = 2-Qk+l) ; P( Xp = 0) = | - Tzk

Which of the following are not correct(s) ?

(a) WLLN holds because E(xx) = 0 and ,l11# -> 0where B' = var(Et'x')

G) Weak law of large numbers holds by Khinchin's theorem hcause E(Xx) is finite'

(c) WLLN holds since X1 are identically distributed'

Select the correct answer using code given below :

the starting Point is :

(1) p6 + q6

(3) 462pu qs

(1) (b) and (c) onlY

(3) (a) and (c) onlY

(1) G(or + ([2, P)

(3) U(0, 1)

PHD -EE. 2O?3 -24 I (StatisticsXSET'Yy( C)

(2) 2(p6 + qs)

(4) 462ps qs

(2) (a) and (b) onlY

(4) (a), (b) and (c) only

(2) Fr(crl, tl2)

(4) G(01, crz)

35. rr o?, O| and o\-v are the variances of x, I and x - Irespectively, then what is the

coefficient of correlation between'X' and'Y' ?

,) o?* +a? -ozx-v (D *&\r' Zoyov ZaYaY

(3) o2x +o? -czx*Y @ #\J'' Tcycv 2oYoY

96. Let 'X and 'Ir be independent Gamma G( cr1 , F) tnd G(az'p) random variables

respectively. Then # is disuibuted as :
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g7. The Joint Density Function of 'X, and ,y, is given by :

f k,y1-{2"-'"-" o< x< -,0. y...}
[ 0 otherwise ]

What is the value of p(X < y) ?

(t) 1t3 (2) 1t2 (3) u4 (4) 1t6

38. For a cert'ain frequency distribution, the numerical computation yields the following :

Mean = 62, Median = 65 , Coefficient of skewness = -0.3, then the standard deviation
is equal to :

(l) l0 (2) 30 (3) e0 (4) 300

39. Let'X'be a random variabre having probability Density Function :

{ xtz 0< r< ll
f(x)=l ttz t<x<21II

[ts-rllr 2< x<3)
Then P(I.5 < X < 2.SlX > l) equats to :

(l) 3/8 (2) 5t8 (3) 1t2 (4) 1t4

40' Let x1 , xz,.--.-. xn bei-i.d.randomvariableswithE(X,)=pandE(x,?;aoo,rhen
the consistent estimator for p is :

n.2
(1) zt

n(n+1)IXi

(3) #Z*,

.)(2) ' I ix.n(n+l)- t

?,

(4) ' , i2x
n(n*l)L'- -'l

41. The correct relationship between A.M, G.M., and H.M. is :

(1) A.M.= G.M.= H.M.

(3) H.M. > c.M. > A.M.

(2) c.M. > A.M. > H.M.

(4) A.M. > G.M. >H.M

42' Average wages of workers of factory are Rs. 550 per month and the standard deviation
of wages is I10. The coefficients of variation is :

(1) 30Vo (2) 15Vo

PHD.EE- 2023 -U I (Statisti csXSE T-y)( C)
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43. If the mode of a frequency distribution is 16 and its mean is 16, then the median of the

distribution is :

(l) o (2) 16 (3) 32 (4) 8

44. If Quartile deviation of a set of observations is given as 6.4 and the value of first

quartile is 5. tWhat is the value of the third quanile ?

(r) 12 (2) 1s.3 (3) 17.8 (4) 20.2

45. For a leptokurtic frequency curve, the measures of kurtosis is :

(1) 0 .(2) -3 (3) less than I (4) greater than 3

46. Standard error of the sample correlation coefficient'r' is based on 'n'paired values is :

(21 l+ rz

(4)

(1)':!
4n

(3)
l- r2

J,

n

l+ 12m
47. Given the following set of equations :

x1* 4x2' tl= 3

5 x1+ 2x2+ 3 4= 4

The basic feasible solution involving .q and x2 is :

or (f , i*,r) rzr [f , o, o)

or (o, i*,, *, [;,0,i)
48. The range of a partial correlation coefficient is :

(1) 0 to '" (2) -oo tq oo (3) 0 to I (4) -1 to I

49. The term regression was introduced by :

(l) Sir Francis Galton (2) R.A. Fisher

(3) Karl Pearson (4) P.C. Mahalanobis

PHD-EE- 2023-U I (StatisticsXSET-Y)/( C)
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50. If Regression Equations are:

6)=5x+90
l5x=8y+30

And the variance of x = 4, then the correlation coefficient between ,,,and,y,is 
:(l) 0.45 (2) o.ffi (3) 0.78 (4) 0.88

51. In SRSWoR, if , = 50, n = r00, N= 500, then rhe estimated popuration totar is :

(r) 250 (2) s00 (3) 2s000 (4) 2500

52. Headquarters of Field Operations Dvision of NSSO are located at :

(1) New Delhi (2) Kotkata (3) Bombay (4) Chennai

(2) They are uncorrelated

(4) They are dependent

(2) N(0, o2; di.t ibrrioo

(4) Beta distribution

5& The variance of stratified sampling mean fr, is :

(r) IL,[*;)rr" o, IL[;-#)-,r',
o, zl,(f-r); L'(*-n!r',(4) I

&l' 
- 

In simple random sampling, the biased of ratio estimator is unbiased if :

(l) They are independent

(3) They are correlated

55. Wishart diskibution (s2 , n) follows :

(t) o2l2dirt ibution

(3) e-n62 
diskibution

n

56. Hotelling T2 can be approximated to statistic ,F with usual notation as test criteriafollowing the inequality for rejection as :

Q) Tz > Fp.n_p:af or n> p e)

e) 72, l-t;F''n-'.of orn>P (4)

PHD-EE-?n&-Ul(SratistiesXSET-y)/(C)

T2<Fp,n-p:of orn>p

T2>n-Pp
n-l' P'n-P;af or n> P

P. T. O.
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52. A measure of association between a discriminant function and a set of dummy

variables that define the group membership is known as :

( I ) Multivariate Correlation

(3) Canonical Correlation

5g. The ratio of number of replications required in CRD and RBD for the same amount of

information is :

(2) Multicollinearity

(4) Biserial Correlation

59. In a Randomised Block DesigR, we always have :

(1) Number of blocks = Number of treatments

(2) Number of block3 > Nurnber of treatments

(3) Number of blocks < Number of treatments

(4) All of the above

60. The additional effect
as:

(1) Main Effect

(3) Either (1) or (2)

ax,

a,

- aJc+3o,

0,

value of 'o' is given bY :

(2) 0.s

61.

(1) 3:2 (2) 5:3 (3) 5:4 (4) 3:5

gained due to combined effect of two or more factors is known

(2) Interaction Effect

(4) Neither (l) or (2)

0S.x<1
13x<2
25x33

x>3

The mean of Binomial distribution B(n, p) is :

(r) np (2) np -1 (3) np -2 (4) np *3

62. Given that EIX + 4] = 10 and E[X + 4l' = 116, then Var[X] is equal to :

(1) 4 (2) 8 (3) 12 (4) 16

63, Let ')f be a continuous random variable with Probability Density Function

/(r) = {

t
Then the

(1) 0.4

PHD-EE - 2023-U I (StatisticsxSET'Y y( C)

(3) 0.3 (4) 0.1
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64. Let 'X be a continuous random variable with Probability Density Function

f ax, 0Sx<l
I o, l<x<2

f(x)-{ '

l- ax*3a, 23x<3
I o, x>3

Then the value of P(X s 1.5) is given by :

(3) 0.1e(1) 0.s (2) 0.81

65. The moment generating function of Poisson Distribution is :

(1) ,x(r' -l) (2) etle\ -t1 (3) e'-l

66. Which of the following is the median of the exponential distribution with parameter I ?

(1) ?. (2) - l.-r (3) rr (4) 12

(4) 0.17

(l) el(t-et)

67. The Quartile Deviation of the normal distribution is :

(1) Q.o. = 3o (2) Q.o. = ?o (3) Q. D.=?6 (4) Q-o- = ]o-4-\-/\'55-4

08. If A and B aretwo independent events, then P( A n E-) is equal to :

69' If event A and event B has occurred and it is known that P(B) = 1' the conditional

probability P(AIB) is equal to :

(l) P(A) (2) P(B) (3) One (4) Zero

70. The recurrence formula for geometric distribution is given by :

(2) p(x) = qp(x + i)

(4) p(x) =p(x + r)

(2) (n - 1)! (n - 2)!

(4) n! (n + 1)!

(l) P(I'rtFl
(3) tl - P(A)ltl - P(B)l

(l) p(x+i)=W@+i)

(3) p(x + ,) - qp(x)

(2) r-P(AuB)
(4) All of the above

11. For a standard n x n t atin Square, how many different Latin squares can be obtained

with the same standard ?

(1) n! (n - 2)!

(3) n! (z - 1)!

PHD-EE- 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSET.Y)/( C) P. T. O.
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?2, The condition for the time reversal test to hold good with usual notations is :

73.

(l) PorX4o=l
(3) Ps1/ffs = I

Weight in Laspeyre's price index number is known as ""
(l) Quantity during the current year

(2) QuantitY in the base Year

(3) Price during the current Year

(4) Price in the base Year

In India, the collectiorl of vital statistics started for first time in :

(2) P16x P61 = 0

(4) P61+ ff6 = I

(3) le6e

(2) Circular Test

(4) Unit Test

(z) ,, = (;. t)

(2) Elastic

(4) Inelastic

(4) le46
74.

(1) 1720 (2) 1886

?5. Fisher's ideal formula does not satisfy

76. If J, is the number of persons living at the age'-x' and'Lr' the number of persons living

- in the mid of '.r' and'(x + l)' years, then the relation between l, and l, is :

(1) 
'"=l&+1,a1)

(l) Time Reversal Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test

(1) PerfectlY Inelastic

(3) Unit Elastic

PIID-EE- 2023-2, I (StatisticsXSET -Yy( C)

(3) Lr=l (4) L,=l

77. Fertility rates mainly depend on :

(1) Total female PoPulation

(2) Total PoPulation
(3) Female population of child bearing age

(4) Number of newlY born babies

?8. If thc quantity demanded of a commodity is unresponsive to change in prices' then the

demand of that commoditY is :

Ix+-
2

3x+-
2
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?9. The elasticity for the demand of the durable goods is :

80.

(l) Zero

(3) Greater than unitY

Consider the following matrix :

0 0 ll2 112

(2) Equal to unitY

(4) Less than UnitY

(2) P is Regular

(4) Both (l) and (3)

(2) Eight columns

(4) Nine Columns

p= 0 ll2 tlz
u2 112 0 0

u2 112 0 0

If P is a stochastic matrix, then which of the following is nol true ?

(l) P is Ergodic

(3) P is not Regular

81. Construction of life tables is based on the assurnption that : '

(1) Age - specific death rates are constant at all ages'

(2) Death rates afe uniformly distributed between two birth days'

- 
(3) Mortality rates are same for male and female populations'

(4) All of the above

82. A life table consists of :

(1) Seven columns

(3) Six columns

83. King's abridged life tables are based in the calculation of :

(1) Cenral mortalitY rate

(2) The number of persons and deaths for central age in the interval {x' 'r + n}

(3) Both (1) and (2)

(4) Neither (1) nor (2)

PIID-EE-2o2ii.24(Strfi sdcsXSET'Y)/(C) P. T. O.
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84, If Laspeyre's price index number is 324 and Paasche's Price Index numbef is 144' then

. Fisher's Ideal Index Number is :

(2) 234 (3) 216 (4) 222

(Xa) column of the simPlex table,

(r) r80

85. If a negative value appears in the solution values

then:

(1) The solution is oPtimal

(2) The solution is infeasible

(3) The solution is unbounded

(4) All of the above

86. The maximum number of extreme pornts for a LPP

MaxZ= cx

Subject to

Ax = b;r} 0

- WhereA is m x n matrix is equal to :

87.

vnl-(1) 
n\m-n)l

(3) (m -n)

(1) Iai =Zbj
(3) Iq =o

PIID-EE - 2023-U t (StatisticsXSET'Y )/( C)

In a basic feasible solution of an mx n transportation problem, the number of positive

allocations is atmost :

(t) m+n Q) tn+n-l
(3) m-n $) m*n'2

The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a feasible solution of a

transponadon Pmblem is :

(2)#*
(4) mn

Q) Zai*Zbi
(4) IDj = 0

88.
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89. Consider the linearprcgramming problem :

Max Z =3x1*Zx2
Subject to

xr+ x2<4

\- x2 32

\,x220
Then its solution is :

(1) xr =3, xz = l, Max Z=ll
(2) n=l,xz=3,MaxZ=lO
(3) rl =2, rz = l,Max Z=ll
(4) xr = l, x2.= 2, Max Z= lO

90' 
iliffixtirity 

of riving of a person in the age group , to ,(x + z), can be ob

(1) lx+nllx e) (lr-l*+n)ll*+n
(3) (tx-lx+)llx 

@) trilr*n
er' 

ffJ,I;::;Hi::-tant entire tunction. which of the fouowing properties is

(1) Re f(z) = rm f(z) e) ff(z)t < t
(3) Im(z) < 0 g) flz) * o

92' I*t r *d '8lbe mesomoqphic function on ((. If T,has a ze*, of order,k,at 3 =has a pole of order,m, at i=0, then g(f(z) iras ,
(l) azerooforderkmat z= a
(2) apole of orderkm at z = a
(3) a zero of order Ik _ ml ?t I = 4
(a) a pole of order Ik- ml dt 7 = 4

98. The setofvectors X1 =(2,1,4), X2= -3,2,_l), X: =(1,_3,_2)is:(1) Unearly dependent (2) Linearly independent
(3) Both of them (4) None of these

PHD.EB. Z02}.2/l I (StatisticsXSET.yy(C)
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94. kt abe 2 x 2 withDe(A) - 1 &Trace(A) = 3, then Trace( A21 is :

(4) 10

95. If A is ([x))matrix over IR with De(A + f) = 1 + Det (A), then we can conclude that :

(1) 7 (2) 8

(2) 0

(3) e

(3) e

(1) Det(A) = 0

(3) Tr(A) = 0

96. If A is a square matrix, then A + A" A14' and A A are :

(1) Symmetric

(3) Hermitian

(1) 1

(2) A=0
(4) A is non-singular

(2) Skew SYmmetric

(4) Skew Hermitian

(4) Leibnitz'Rule

gZ. If lim ol'n = 1im's'*l provided limit on RHS exists' This result is known as :

n+do n-)a An

(1)CauchylstTheoremonLimits(2)Cauchy2ndTheoremonLimits
(3) Squeeze PrinciPle

e8. rim (,r * ')' ,r ,

n-+*\ n )
(4) 2

/ _, ,), then:Consider the sequenc a on =l t * (-t)'\n)
(1) lim SuP(ar) = lim Inf(a,) = |

nlc5 n+6

(2) lim Sup(ar) = lim Inf(a,,) = e
n*ts ,t'ro

1

(3) Iim Sup(42) = lim Inf (ar) = -
n-)@ tt+@

(4) lim Sup(a n) = e'lim Inf (ar) = 1
n+oo ,l'+6 e

If x and y arestandard normal variates wi& corre-lation coefficicnt 'p' berween them,

then the correlation coefficient between X2 and y2 is :

(l) 2p - I (2) p2 (3) p (4) .\6

100.
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1. Constnrction of life tables is based on the assumption that :

( I ) Age - specific death rates are constant at all ages.

(2) Death rates are uniformly distributed between two birth days.

(3) Mortality rates are same for male and female populations.

(4) All of the above

2. A life table consists of :

(l) Seven columns

(3) Six columns 4

Eight columns

Nine Columns

(2)

(4)

3. King's abridged life tables are based in the calculation of :

(1) Central mortality rate

(2) The number of persons and deaths for central age in the interval {x, x + n }

(3) Both (1) and (2)

(4) Neittrer (l) nor (2)

4. If Laspeyre's price index number is 324 and Paasche's Price Index number is 144, then

Fisher's Ideal Index Number is :

(1) r80 (2) 234 (3) 216 (4) 222

5. If a negative valuc appears in the solution values (Xa) column of the simplex table,

then:

(1) The solution is optimal

(2) The solution is infeasible

(3) The solution is unbounded

(4) All of the above

PIID-EE - 2023-24 I (StatisticsXSET-Y )/(D) P. T. O.
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6. The maximum number of extreme points for a LPP

MaxZ= cx

Subject to

Ax=b;.r>0

Where A is m x n matrix is equal to :

(1) mt' e\ nl G) @ -n) (4) mn
nt(m-n)l ml(n-m)l

7. In a basic feasible solution of an m x n transportation problem, the nurnber of positive

allocations is atmost : '

(1) m+n (2) m + n -l m-n (4) m+n*2

the existence of a feasible solution of aThe necessary and sufficient condition

transportation problem is :

(3)

for8.

(1) Ia; =Zbi tD Zq*Zbi (3) fa;=$

9. Consider the linear programming problem :

Max Z =3\*2xz
Subject to

x1* x23 4

x1- x2Sz

.\,ri ) 0
Then its solution is :

(1) xt=3,x2=l,MaxZ=11
(3) xr =2, xz = l, Max Z=11

10. The probability of living of a person in the age group 'x' to '(.x + n)' can be obtained by

(4) fa, =o

(2) xl = 1, xz=],MaxZ= 10

(4) xr = l, xZ = 2, Max Z= 1O

the formula :

(l) lx+nllx

(3) (1,-1,+)ll*
(2) (rr -Ir+o)/Ir+,1
(4) l,llx+n

PHD-EE - 2023-A I (Statisti csXSET -Y )/( D)
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11. In sRswoR, if , = 50, n = r00, N= 500, then the estimated population total is :

(r) 250 (2) 500 (3) 2s000 (4) 2500

12. Headquarters of Field operations Division of NsSo are located at :

(l) New Delhi (2) Kolkata (3) Bombay (4) Chennai

13. The variance of stratified sampling mear p", is :

(1) rL[+ *)*r'r ,r, rf,[ *-n\;'t
(3) rL,[+ i;\, (4) rL,( *-#)w,t

(1) Multivariate Correlation

(3) Canonical Correlation

PHD"EE- 2O2*At (staristi csXSE T.y)/(D)

(2) They are uncorrelated

(a) Theyare dependenr

(2) N(0, o2; distribution

(4) Beta distribution

(2) Multicollineariry

(4) Biserial Correlation

14' In simple random sampling, the biased of ratio estimator is unbiased if :

(1) They are independent

(3) They are correlated

15. Wishart distribution (o2, z) follows :

(1) o2l2dirt ibution

(3) e-'62 
distribution

n

1a Hotelling T2can be approximated to statistic ,F, w.ith usual notation as test criteria
following the inequality forrejection as :

(l) T2 > Fp,n-p,of or n> p Q) T2 <Fp.n-p.af orn>p

Q) T2 '#Fr.n-o,of or n> p $) 12 ,#rr,n-p;af or n> p

17- A measure of association between a discriminant frrnction and a set of dummy
variables that define the group membership is known as :

I

P. T. O.
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18. The ratio of number of replications required in CRD and RBD for the sarne amount of
information is :

(l) 3:2 (2) 5:3 (3) 5:a (a) 3:5

In a Randomised Block Design, we always have :

(l) Number of blocks = Number of treatments

(2) Number of blocks > Number of treatments

(3) Number of blocks < Number of treatnents

(4) All of the above

The additional effect gaiied due to combined effect of rwo or more factors is known
as:

19.

20.

21. If the random variables X, Y and Z have the means F.r = 5, lrr = 7 and llz= 4;
ak =10, ofl = 14 and a?, =20; Cov(X, Y) = l, Cov (X,Z)= 3 and Cov(y, D = 2,
then what is the covariance of U = X + 4y + ?Z andV = 3X -y -Z?

(l) Main Effect

(3) Either (l) or (2)

(2) Interaction Effect

(4) Neither (l) or (2)

(2) 2(p6 + q5)

(4) 462p5 qs

(1) -76 Q) az (3) -82 (4) 76

22. Neelam has appeared in an examination which follows multiple choice questions, each
having five possible answers. The probability that she knows an answer is 0.75. If she
does not know an answer, she will gucss, with the conditional probability l/5 of beirg
correct. The conditional probability that Neelam knows the answer, glven that she
gives the correct answer is :

(1) 0.25 (2) 0.80 (3) 0.e0 (4) 0.e4

23. A drunkard takes a fonnard step with probability 'p' and a backward stcp wittr
piobability 'q'. After taking 11 steps, the probability ttrat he is *re one srep away from
the starting point is :

(1) p6 + q6

(3) 462p6 q5

PIID-EE- 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSET-Y)/(D)
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24. For the sequence { X, } of independent random variables the following are defined :

P(Xr =!2k)= 2-Qk+1); P(Xr=0) =1- 2-2k

Which of the following are not correct(s) ?

(a) WLLN holds because E( X x) = 0 and ::X7 + 0 where B, = Var (EL, X, )

(b) Weak law of large numbers holds by Khinchin's theorem because E(X *) is finite.

(c) WLLN holds since X I Neidentically distributed.

Selcct the cqrect answer using code given below :

(l) O) and (c) only

(3) te)eod(c)only

If 6i , oi -d 6'* -, are the variances of X, Y and X - Y respectively, then what is the

c-oefficient of correlation between 'X' and 'Y' ?

,rr d1 +G-d*-,
2c1oy

,r, oi *.f -oi*t
2c7c7

(2) (a) and (b) only

(4) (a), (b) and (c) only

,r-, o2x + o?

2oycy

A\ czx - a?

2oyoy

2C kr )F ud 'It. be independent Gamma G( ctr , F) and G(az,p) random variables

rcspcaiv*y. Thcn + is distiibuted as :

X+Y
(l) qq + c2, p)

(3) t (o, l)

(l) l/J (2) U2

27. Thc rdnt Density Function of 'X' and'Y' is given by :

I(ty)=fu-"-" o<x(-'o' Y'""]
t 0 otherwise I

Wha is &c value of P(X < Y) ?

(2) 9r(cr1, 02)

(4) G(or1, o(2)

PHIIEE 2Oz}24 tStrtisticsXSET-Y)/(D)

(3) 1t4 (4) u6
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2g. For a certain frequency distribution, the numerical computation yields the following :

Mean = 67, Median = 65 , Coefficient of skewness = -0.3, then the standard deviation

is equal to :

(r) lo (2) 30 (3) eo (4) 3oo

29. Let'X'be a random variable having Probability Density Function :

( xtT 0<x<1.Ill
,f(x)=l ttz l<.x<2f

[tr - r)lr 2< xs3)
Then P(1.5 < X < 2.51X 11) equals to :

(r) 3/8 (2) s/8 (3) rtz (4) 1t4

30. Let X1, X2,...... Xn bei.i.d.randomvariableswithE(Xi)ipandE(Xi2 lqoo,then
the consistent estimator for P is :

31. The pgf of a certain distribution is given as :

P(s)=3s2-2s+6
What is the mean of this disribution ?

(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) 4 (4) 5

32. The relation between student's -t and F-disribution is :

(1)^k
(1) ffiz*,

(1) Fu =*
(3) Ft.n = tZ

(2)#:o,
(4) #zr'x,

(2) F* = t?

(4) 4.n = t3

(2) X2 +Lln
(4) f txi --Xz)t(n-t)

33. The minimum variance unbiased estimator of 02 based on a sample of size 'n' from

N(0 1) is :

(1) 72 -tln
(3) I(x; -X\rn

PIID.EE- 2O23-U I (StatisticsXSET-Y)(D)
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34. The Bayes estimator of a parameter under squared error loss function is :

35. The decision criteria in spRT depends on the function of :

(2) Type II error

(4) Neither Typ" I nor Type II error

3a what is an unbiased estimator of 0 for the distributionflx, 0) = 0 e-ox, .x )0 ?

(l) Posterior mean

(3) Posterior mode

(l) Typelerror

(3) Both type I and type II error

(2) Posterior median

(4) Posterior variance

(l) (n-1)f
n

(l) x

(l) (0.2934,0.4235)

(3) (0.3021,0.3824)

(3) x
n-l

37. Given a random sample :

,f(ae) =4O-r),0<r<cr
d'

What is rhc MLE of a ?

(2) D( (3) + (4) x
2

38- For a particular hypothesis test, the probabilities of type I and type II errors are
respectively, 0.05 and 0.09. The power of the test is :

(t) o.es (2) 0.14 (3) 0.86 (4) O.el

39' A random sample of 100 articles are taken from a batch of 2000 articles shows &at the
average diameter of the articles is 0.354 and a standard deviation 0.048. What is the
95vo confrdence interval for the average diameter of the batch ?

(2) (0.348,0.3632)
(4) (0.3923,A.4212)

40. Which of the following is truc ?

(1) Unbiased estimator is always efficient.

(2) Consistent estimator is always unbiased.

(3) Unbiased estimator is always consistent.

(4) MLE is always a function of sufficient statistic.

PHD-EE- 2023-2/, I (Staristi csXSET-y)/(D) P. T. O.
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41. Let ,f, be a non-constant entire function. Which of the following properties is possible

for'f ' for each z e c. ?

(l) Re f(z) = Im f(z)

(3) Im(z) < 0

Let,f and,g'bemesomorphicfunctionon(c.If 'f'has azeroof order'k'atz=aandz
has a pole of order'm' at z = 0, then g(f(z)) has :

(1) azerooforderkmat z= a

(2) apole of order km at z = a

(3) a zero of order lk - ftl at z= a

(4) a pole of order lk- ml at z = a

The set of vectors X1 = (2, I , 4), X2= t 3,2, -l ), X: = (1, -3, -2) is :

(1) Linearly dependent (2) Linearly independent

(3) Both of them (4) None of these

M. Let a be 2 x 2 with Det(A) = I & Trace(A) = 3, then Trace(a2) is :

(rl z (2) 8 (3) e (4) 10

45.IfAis(2xl)matrixoverlRwithDe(A+D=1+Det(A),thenwecanconcludethat:

(2) tf(z)l< I

(4) f(z) * 0

(2) A=0
(4) A is non-singular

(2) Skew Symmeric

(4) Skew Hermitian

(1) Det(A) = 0

(3) Tr(A) = 0

46. If A is a squart matrix, thenA + A', AA' andA'A are:

(1) Symmetric

(3) Hermitian

4?. lf lim a)/, = lim an+l 
provided limit on RHS exists. This result is known as :

n-loo nlF an

(1) CauchY 1st Theorcm on Limits

(2) CauchY 2nd Theorem on Limits

(3) Squeeze PrinciPle

(4) Leibnitz'Rule

PHD-EB-2023.24l(StatisdcsXSET'Y)/(D)
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48. rin(r* , 
J" i*n_r-\ n)

(1)r Q)O

49. Consider the sequen ce an =( , *(_l),
\

(l) 
*Lsup(an) =,1g1*f an)=r

(2) 
alim 

suP(a,) = jgllnf( an) = e

(3) 
,li[Sup(ar) =,tirn fof ( q =:

(1) 2p-1 (2) p2 (3) p

(4) 2

@Jp

(3) e

r\n
- I then:
n)

(4) lim Sup(a,)=e, lim Inf(a )= InJG - ' "' '"=l-"' t5/ - 
e

50' If xand rare standard nonnar variates with correration coefficient,p,between them,then the correlation coefficient u"t*"", fr;;?;v. 
vvvr'.,rE'r

51' Let Yl ' Y2 , rs be uncorrelated observations with corrmon variance o2 andexpectations given by (rr) = ft , !(yz) = 0z *a arr; = g, * F, where gr and Fzare unknown parirmeters. The best linear unbiised estimator of ft + p2 is :
1(1) ,(\+Y2+yr) e) y, + y,

(3) )vr*rr+z\) (4) lwr-rr-rrt
under the regulatory conditions, if l,n is the likelihood ratio, then the asymptoticdistribution of -2logl,n as n _t oo is :

(l) Normal distribution (2) Chi square distribution
(3) F-distribution (4) f distribution

PHD.EE. 2023 -U t (Statisti csXSE T. yy(D)
P. T. O.
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SO. If thepdf of arandom variable'X'isflx,0)= I - e2' 0 3x3 tC 
and if wereject

l r rr ---..- 
1

H6 :0 =: against the alternative H1 ,0 = I whenever 'x 2 l', then what is the power of

the test ?

l5(1) 
G

54. If xl , X2,...... xn is a random sample form poisson distribution with parameter'?',,,

then the maximum iir.ailr"oa estimator of log )" is given by :

(r) fu'*)

(3) ,bP'*')

I(2) ,
(3) *

q
(4) c

55. which of the foltowing could be used as a test for autocorrelation up to third order ?

rzr r.spl,+)

(+) rog[l=,x,)

(2) The Breusch-GoldfreY test

( ) The Gold-Fled Quandttest

S6.Thefollowingequationrepresentasimultaneousequationmodel:

Kt=cxrKz+$1Zt+ut

Kz= clzKl +$2Z,2+ u2

OLS will suffer from simultaneous bias if :

(1) u1 is correlated with 21 (2) 21 is correlated with 22

(3) (2 is correlated with u1 (4) Kr i* conelated with u1

ST.Havingknownthelastcensuspopulation'.&'Tdgrowthrate'r',thepopulationafter
'n' years Uu*"Jo' compoundinterest formula will be :

(1) F, =Ps(l+r)n (2) F' =P6(1+n)r

(3) P,=Pol(l+r)n (4) Ft=Pol(l+n)'

PHD-EE' zDn'7r'r I (StatisticsXSET'YXD)
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58. Vital rates are customarily expressed as :

(l) Percenrages (2) per Thousand

(3) Per Million (4) per Trillion

59. Age - Specific mortality rates fail to reveal :

(1) Monality conditions

(3) Sex Ratio

60.

(1) Porx4o=l
(3) P1s1lP1q, = I

(2) Age-distribution of persons

(4) All of the above

(2) (n - 1)! (z - 2)!

(4) n! (n + 1)!

The relationship berween NRR and GRR is :

(1) NRR and GRR are gsually equal

(2) NRR can never exceed GRR

(3) NRR is generally greater than GRR

(4) None of the above

For a standard n x a Latin Square, how many different Latin squares can be obtained
with the sam€ standard ?

(l) n! (n-2)t

6) nt (n - l)!

62. The condition for the time reversal test to hold good with usual notations is :

61.

63.

64.

(2) ffsx P6, = 6

(4) P111+ ffn = |

Weight in Laspeyre's price index number is known as ....
(1) Quantity during the current year

(2) Quantity in the base year

(3) Price during the current year

(a) Price in the base year

In India the collection of vital statistics started for first time in :

(1) t72o (2) 1886

PIID.EE. 202iUl (Stetistics) (SE T - y)/( D)

(3) 1969 (4) te46
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65. Fisher's ideal formula does not satisfy

(l) Time Reversal Test

(3) Factor Reversal Test

66. If I, is the number of persons living at the age 'x' and 'Lr' the number of persons living

in the mid of 'r' and '(x + l)' years, then the relation between I, and L, is :

I
(1) L, = 2(I, 

+ Ir*1)

(3) L,=l I
-x+-2.

6?. Fertility rates mainly depend on :

(l) Total female PoPulation
(2) Total population

(3) Female population of child bearing age

(4) Number of newlY born babies

6g. If the quantity demanded of a commodity is unresponsive to change in prices, then the

demand of that commoditY is :

(2) Circular Test

(4) Unit Test

(2) L,= (; .+ t)
(4) L,=l 3x+-)

(1) Perfectly Inelastic

(3) Unit Elastic

Eg. The elasticity for the demand of the durable goods is :

(1) Zero

(3) Greater than unitY

70. Consider the following matrix :

o o ttz tt21
o 0 u2 ttzl
u2 1t2 0 0l
1t2 u2 o ol

If P is a stochastic rnatrix, then which of the following is not tnre ?

(l) P is Ergodic (2) P is Regular

(3) P is not Regular ( ) Both (l) and (3)

PHD-EE- 2023 -U I (StatisticsXSET -Y)/(D)

(2) Elastic

(4) Inelastic

(2) Equal to unitY

(4) Less than Unity
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71. Service time in queueing theory is usually assumed to follow :

( I ) Poisson Dstribution

(3) Exponential Distribution

(2) Erlang Distribution

(4) Normal Distribution

72, For MlMll queueing system, the expected number of customers in systems are :

(1) *=[#)
(3) *=(#)

73. Which of the following relationships is nol true ?

(2) Ls = l,l7s

(4) Lo =?,.Wn

74. Maximize Z=lA\+25x2,subjectto0< 11 S3,03 x2 S3, x1 + x235

- 
(l) 80 at (3, 2) (2) 75 at (0,3) (3) 30 at (3,0) (4) 95 at.(2,3)

75. Which variable is added for the less than or equal to type of constraint ?

(1) Slack (2) Surplus (3) Artificial (4) Basic

76, The convex combination of two points 71, i2 e X is referred as :

(1) (l - X,)t,+ Lx2,0 < l, < I

(2) (1 - I)ii +L4, l. is any real number

(3) X1 + ?,,i2,0 < l, < I
(4) l";1 + ?vx2, l, is any real number

77. The assignment problem is :

(1) non-linear programming problem

(2) dynamic programming problem

(3) integer Iinear programming problem

(4) integer non-linear programming problem

PHD-EE- 2A8-U I (Statistics) (SET-Y)/(D)

(2) u=(1#)

(4) *=(+)

(1) 17s=ro*j

(3) \=Lr+l

P. T. O.
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?8. The order of Convergence of Secant Method is : 
/r\ r

(1) 2.4 e) 2 (3) l '62 (4) I

?9. If ,fl0) = 3,fl1) = 5' f(3) =.21' ' then the unique polynomiats of degree 2 or less using

Newron OiviJea Aiitlrence interpolation will be :

(l) 2x2 +?sc+l (2) 2x2 -3x+ I

(3) zxz +3 (4) xz +3x-2

The third difference of a cubic dyfunction are :

(1) Constant '
(3) Variables

(2) Not constant

(4) None of the above

81. The mean of Binomial distribution B(n' p) is :

(1) np Q) np -1 Q) nP -2 @) np -3

BZ. Given that E[X + 4l = 10 and EW + 4)2 = 116' then Var[Xl is equal to :

(1) 4 (2) 8 (3) 12 (4) 16

83.Let,,,*acontinuout#11."'variablewithProbabilityDensityFunction

t 
'o, 

13x32
-f (x) = 7_ ax+3a, ZS x53

I1 0' x>3

Then the value of 'a'is given bY :

(1) 0.4 (2) o's (3) o'3

84. Let 'X 
- 
be a continuous random variable with

cr"' 
I ax, o(x31

I o, 13 xS2
-f (x) = 1_ *+3a, ZS x33

I

I o, r>3

Then the value of P(X < l'5) is given by :

(1) o.s (2) 0.81

(4) 0.1

ProbabilitY DensitY Function

pIID.EE- 2O23-|/r t (statisti csXSET'Yy(D)

(3) 0.19 (4) 0.17

80.



8li. The moment generating function of poisson Distribution is :

1t1 e\1et *11 (z) 
",(rx -t) (3) e, -1 ql1 ellt-et)

86. Which of the following is the median of the exponential distribution with parameter l, ?

(t) r. e) -trt (3) r-r (4) .E-2

87. The Quartile Deviation of the normal distribution is :

(t) Q. D. = ?o (2) Q.o. = lo (3) e.n. = lo (4) e. D. = 1o+3-54-
Bs. If A and B are two independent events, then p{I nE') is equal to :

(1) P( trlptFl ' (2) 1 _ P(A v B)
(3) tl - P(A)ltl - P(B)l (4) AIl of the above

89. If event A and eyent B has occurred and it is known that p(B) = l, the conditional
probability PWB) is equal to :

(1) P(A) (2) P(B) (3) One (4) Z*ro

9(t. The recurrence formula for geometric distibution is given by :

(1) p(x + i) - w@ + i) (Z) p(x) = qp(x + i)

(3) p(x * D = qdx) $) p(x) =p(x + r)

91. The correct rclationship berween A.M, G.M., and H.M. is :

(l) A.M.= G.M.= H.M. (2) c.M. > A.M. > H.M.

(3) HM. > G.M. > A.M. (4) A.M. > c.M. > H.M

92. Average wages of workers of factory are Rs. 550 per month and the standard deviation
of wages is I10. The coefficients of variation is :

(t) 30% (2) 15Eo (3) 5007o (4) 2o7o

93. If the mode of a frrequency distribution is 16 and its mean is 16, then the median of the
distribution is :

(1) 0 (2) t6 (3) 32 (4) 8

PHD-Em-2023-Ul(StatisticsXSET-y)/(D) p. T. o.
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If Quartile deviation of a set of observations is given as 6'4 and the value of first

quartile is 5. What is the value of the third quartile ?

(4) 2o.2

95. For a leptokurtic frequency curYe' the measures of kurtosis is :

(2) -3 (3) less ttran 1 (4) greater than 3

96. Standard error of the sample correlation coefficient 'r' is based on .,,' paired values is :

' l+r2
(2) '1- 

t (3)
n

Given the fotlowing set of equations :

s:,..::r;f;;^
Thebasicfeasiblesolutioninvolvingxlandx2is:

(r) [},i*,r) (2) [i,o', (') [o'i*'')

The range of a partial correlation coeffrcient is :

1- r2

"ln

(1) 0 to "" (2) -oo to m (3) 0 to I

99. The term regression was introduced by :

6Y=5x+90

15x=8y+30

And the variance of x = 4, then the correlation coefficient betrween 'r and 'y' is :

(l) l2

(1) 0

(2) l s.3 (3) 17.8

l+ 12-tr
l+ 12

ffi(4)

97.

(1)

(1) Sir Francis Galton

(3) Karl Pearson

1O0. If Regression Equations are :

(1) o.4s (2) 0.67

(2) R.A. Fisher

(4) P.C. Matralanobis

n'(;'o';)

(4) -1 to 1

PI{D -EE - 2023 -U I (Statisti csXSET'Y y(D)

(3) 0.78 (4) 0.88
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